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INTRODUCTION

Figure 2. Metal-Redox methodology development for 

nanomanufacturing of magnetic nanocrystals.  

Figure 6. Characterization and

magnetization of ternary FePdNi alloys

created by M-RX method. (a) Displays

XRD patterns of FePdNi as the

stoichiometry of particles shift from

Fe2Pd to Fe2Ni. (b) TEM image and

elemental mapping of Fe2Pd0.5Ni0.5

stoichiometric particles. (d)

Stoichiometric dependent magnetic

properties of the ternary FePdNi alloys.

Figure 7. Metal-redox enabled high energy product MnBi nanosynthesis

and hard-soft (core-shell) exchange coupling magnets

Nanomanufacturing of Binary Magnetic Nanocrystals

Figure 4. (a) Displays EDS data of stoichiometry of final particles the different 1:2 and 1:1 Ni:Fe 

synthesis. (b) Pseudo-equilibrium constant determined for the reaction of Fe(CO)5 and Ni(acac)2. (c) 

Van’t Hoff plot and linear fit. 

Figure 5. (a) TEM image and elemental mapping of

Fe2Pd0.5Ni0.5 stoichiometric particles. (b) Displays

XRD patterns of FePdNi as the stoichiometry of

particles shift from Fe2Pd to Fe2Ni. (c)

Stoichiometric dependent magnetic properties of

the ternary FePdNi alloys.
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Figure 3. (a-c) Particles created by utilizing Fe(CO)5 for ZV source. (d-e) particles created by 

Co2(CO)10 as a ZV metal source. (g,h) Nanoalloys created by using Ni(COD)2 as ZV metal source. (i) 

MnBi particles created using Mn2(CO)10 as ZV metal source. Acetylacetonate complexes were used 

for the oxidized metal sources except for bismuth, where bismuth neodecanoate was used.

Figure 1.  Drawbacks (organic residue, doping, etc) of 

conventional bottom-up solution synthesis.

Nanocrystalline metals have led to widespread interest

ranging from magnetic, catalytic and energy

applications. It has generated great desire to grow

nanoalloys with controlled properties and well-defined

structures on the atomic scale coupled with flexibility. A

new synthetic scheme of nanoalloys which avoids

incompatible reduction potentials and rates would be

critical to grow high purity and stoichiometry metal

nanostructures. Here, we report the metal-redox

strategy through a spontaneous oxidation-reduction

reaction to grow nanocrystalline alloys using molecular-

scale zerovalent metal resources. Selection of proper

zerovalent metal species, allows for chemical

thermodynamic control of the compositional

stoichiometry during the temperature-dependent

nanoalloying reactions. These findings demonstrate a

practical and scalable strategy for nanoalloy growth,

and can potentially produce key metal components of

superior metallurgical quality for catalytic and magnetic

systems.
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The vast samplings of different bimetallic nanoalloy systems are shown

utilizing the simple M-RX methodology. Even more types of alloy

systems are possible as long as the reduction potentials of the starting

zerovalent molecular species is compatible, making this a versatile

methodology of nanoalloy creation without the hassle of different

reducing agents or ligands.
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